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35 



REVIEW FROM CHAPTER 34 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I = Io exp[−t /(L /R)]
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UL = (Al)(B2 /2µo)
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Topics: 

•  E or B? It Depends on Your Perspective   
•  The Field Laws Thus Far 
•  The Displacement Current   

•  Maxwell’s Equations   
•  Electromagnetic Waves   
•  Properties of Electromagnetic Waves   

•  Polarization 



OBSERVER’s RELATIVE STATE OF MOTION 

How to reconcile observations involving forces that depend on velocity 

There should be a 
magnetic field 

Sharon:  

•  static charge 

•  E field 

•   No current 

•  No B field 

Bill: 

•  static charge 

•  E field 

•  Current 

•  B field 

Both agree on no net force on the particle 



GALILEAN RELATIVITY 

Experimenters in all inertial frames 
agree about the forces acting on 

bodies including charges 

X 



OBSERVER’s RELATIVE STATE OF MOTION 

She is forced 
upwards Bill sets a B field in his frame and 

observes the motion ( force) on the 
test charge q given by  

However Sharon sees a zero 
magnetic force since v=0 

Physics requires that F=F’ 

The only option is the presence of an 
electric field in Sharon’s frame  



OBSERVER’s RELATIVE STATE OF MOTION 

Add an electric field E in Bill’s frame 



E or B? It Depends on Your Perspective 

Whether a field is seen as “electric” or “magnetic” depends 
on the motion of the reference frame relative to the sources of 
the field. 



FROM S TO S’ 
Bill creates an E and B 

E FIELD IN FRAME S’ FROM E AND B FIELDS IN FRAME S 



HOW DO B FIELDS TRANSFORM 

Biot-Savart is nothing more than the 
electric field of a stationary charge 
transformed into a moving frame 

Bill’s frame S at point r 

Sharon’s frame S’: Charge moves 
and creates a B-field as well as an 
E-field.  



FROM S’ TO S 



E or B? It Depends on Your Perspective 

The Galilean field transformation equations are 

where V is the velocity of frame S' relative to frame S and 
where the fields are measured at the same point in space by 
experimenters at rest in each reference frame. 

NOTE: These equations are only valid if V << c. 



How correct are the Galilean 
Transformations 

Step 1. Find fields (E1, B1
) due to charge 

q1 at the position of q2 in S-frame. 
Step 2: Use Galilean transformations to 
find fields (E1’,B1’) in S’-frame. 
Step 3 : Compute directly by Cb-law E1’ 
in S’-frame. 
Step 4 : Compare the results and show 
that they are consistent only if (V/c)2<<1 
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Faraday’s Law Using Transformaions 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